Facilitating Community Action and Creating Strong Partnerships through Placemaking
UN chief 'alarmed' at Arctic glacier melt
“Why aren’t they doing that?”

“Why are they doing that?”
Due to recent budget cuts, the light at the end of the tunnel has been turned off.
NGA TAHU
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Artist/architect partnerships

Cultural Precinct (Arts Centre, Botanic Gardens, Museum, CACO) from

Community/Indigenous Facility Fashion
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Isaac Bry (Artギャラリー)

Movements Centre: River of Arts, Music Precinct

3500m²
Embracing the ideas, energy and capital of local people and working with them to create a collection of places with distinct character and style.

The Place-Led approach
Develop and nurture relationships
"We are really excited to have this opportunity that demonstrates true collaboration!"

Pers. Christchurch
Observe how people use and interact with spaces
Observe and understand how children use space
Seek unexpected collaborations
Seek unexpected collaborations
Seek unexpected collaborations
Get to know local stories
Support ideas
Encourage experimentation
Encourage experimentation
Understand the place for the best response
Work in the place and open invitation
Quick interventions
Quick interventions
Work with artists
Demonstrate the vision
Support the people taking action
Adelaide City Council dumps hundreds of policies save costs and improve customer service

Change the rules
Insert photo of people on chairs
Albion Square

Test before making permanent
Test before making permanent
Test before making permanent
Collaborative place governance
Don’t give up!